Introduction
============

The emergence of new subtypes of influenza A virus in recent years has alarmed us a highly pathogenic change in influenza A virus subtypes [@B1]-[@B3]. Among which, H7N9, a new subtype of influenza A virus (designated A/Shanghai/2/2013, and A/Anhui/1/2013), caused an epidemic in China, and killed 46 patients among 144 infectious cases in 2013. In 2014, influenza A H7N9 virus continuously spreads throughout the population. As of February 2014, there are a total of 375 cases including 115 deaths reported in China, Taipei, Hong Kong and Malaysia [@B4]. Although Hemagglutinin (H7) of influenza A virus regularly circulates among birds, its infection to human was rarely found. The combination of H7 and N9 was only found in birds and some outbreaks were reported in the Netherlands, Japan, and the United States [@B5], [@B6]. There are no human infectious cases with H7N9 virus found until 2013, when the first infected case in human with neuraminidase serotype N9 of H7N9 subtype was reported in March, in Shanghai, China [@B7].

Despite the fact that annual vaccination is the most effective ways to reduce the rate of infections and deaths relating to influenza virus [@B8], vaccine is unlikely to be effective in response to newly emerging influenza virus due to unavailability of new specific vaccines [@B9], [@B10]. Hence, there is a high risk in fighting against a new influenza pandemic while people are waiting for approvable vaccine supplies. In order to eliminate this risk, scientists put their immense effort to develop new effective antiviral drugs [@B11], [@B12]. Two different classes of influenza virus inhibitors targeting M2 channel protein and neuraminidase that are approved by the FDA available for treatment of influenza virus infections include; adamantane drugs (amantadine and rimantadine) [@B13] and neuraminidase (NA) inhibitors (Zanamivir and Oseltamivir) [@B14]. The adamantine was administered to treat influenza A virus while NA inhibitors has been approved for both influenza A and influenza B viruses.

Nevertheless, influenza viruses have become resistance to existing influenza anti-viral drugs, which is more deadly to human and increases the probability of emerging the next influenza pandemic. By the end of 2009-2010, all H1N1 pandemic virus tested samples showed resistance to both Amatadine and Rimatadine, two adamantane-based drugs targeting M2 protein channel; the resistance is blamed by single mutation in the M2 protein channel [@B15]-[@B17]. The most remarkable mutation is in S31N position that maintains the function of M2 channel in the present of adamantine drugs [@B18]-[@B21]. In addition, the loss of ability to bind and inhibit the function of NA in influenza viruses results in NA inhibitor resistance. Single amino acid change known as the "H275Y" mutation in 2009 H1N1 flu virus [@B22]-[@B24] and "R292K" mutation in influenza A virus [@B25]-[@B30] is conferred by drug resistance. Orientation and stabilization of various inhibitors in NA protein depend major on two or three Arginine residues in 150 loop [@B31], R292K mutation succeeded to unbalance stability and orientation of these inhibitors leading to drug resistance. Unexpectedly, all novel influenza A H7N9 viruses possess the mutation S31N in M2 protein channel and N9 serotype (designated as A/Shanghai/1/2013) encoded for R294K mutation [@B32]-[@B34].

Influenza virus NA plays a vital role in virus replication by cleaving the linkage between Sialic acid groups of the virus and glycoproteins locating on the surface membrane of the host cells, it also facilitates the spread of progeny virions infecting to a new host cell [@B35], [@B36]. Regarding the mutation resistance to existing NA inhibitors, NA protein has become a crucial target for drug design and development in controlling disease progression [@B11], [@B37]. In our study, molecular docking and dynamic approach have been employed to identify potential compounds that effectively inhibit the function of a newly resistant strain of NA. Virtual screening using ensemble based method was applied to screen molecules retrieved from the TCM database and ZINC natural products.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Protein preparation
-------------------

The coordinations of H7N9 NA in inhibitor resistant and non-resistant strain were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank with PDB entries 4MX0 and 4MWV, respectively. Peramivir [@B38], Oseltamivir [@B39], Zanamivir [@B40], Laninamivir [@B41] and Sialic acid were obtained from Drug bank and served as control for rigid docking experiment. For virtual screening TCM database, the only resistant strain (4MX0) was used to generate a set of conformation for later ensemble based docking; molecular dynamic simulation was performed on the mutant using the program GROMACS (version 4.5.5) with the calculation method (force field) GROMOS96 53A6 [@B42]-[@B44], It was indicated that the new parameters set in force field GROMOS96 53A6 perform for protein as well as parameters set in force field GROMOS 45A3 and DNA in force field GROMOS 45A4, and it was found better performing in the folding-unfolding balance of the peptide [@B45]. The study of comparing 10 different force fields also confirmed that GROMOS 53A6 emerged to be one of two best force field for protein and peptide simulation [@B46]. The crystal structure of NA (4MX0) serves as the initial conformation. SPC water molecules were used to solvate the protein and counter ions were added to neutralized the total charge of the system[@B47]. A 154 μM NaCl was bathed into the system to mimic the salt concentration of human physiological condition. The solvated system was then energy-minimized by 5000 steps. The simulations were run under periodic conditions with NVT ensemble by using V-rescale coupling algorithm for maintaining temperature at 300K for 100-ps and NPT ensemble by using Nose Hoover coupling algorithm to constant the pressure at 1bar for 100-ps. The MD production was run on NPT condition at 300K for 50-ns. The time step for simulation was 2-fs. The PME algorithm[@B48] with 1.2 nm cut-off for real-space calculation was used to calculated the electrostatic interactions; a cut-off of 1.2 nm was used for van der Waals interactions.

Extract Representative MD Structures using RMSD Clustering
----------------------------------------------------------

The MD simulation creates a huge of trajectory and in the effort to reduce assets of conformation for ensemble basesd docking; root mean square deviation (RMSD) clustering was employed to generate a set of representative structures with the aid of linkage method in GROMAC package. In this method, MD trajectories were gathered into different groups based on the RMSD and the average of each cluster was considered as a representative structure. Briefly, simulation frames were extracted from the MD simulation at every 2 ps over the 20 ns of the stable interval. The result of 2×10^3^ trajectory structures was obtained and then superimposed using all Cα atoms to eliminate significant rotation and translation of the whole system. The clustering was performed based on framework and binding site residues including 117-119, 133-138, 146-152, 156, 179, 180,196-200, 223-228, 243-247, 277, 278, 293, 295, 344-347, 368,401, 402, and 426-441 (numbering in H5N1) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} ) [@B39], these residues served as reference for clustering MD trajectory structures with a cut-off range 0.5 - 1 Å. After comparing the number of cluster populations to the total number of clusters in the simulation, a cut-off of 0.90 Å was selected. For each cluster, an average conformation was selected as a cluster representative structure, 52 structures were found in the clustering. With population sizes less than 100 conformations, these clusters were rejected. Hence, 25 structures with population sizes greater than 100 achieved 89.6% were served as receptors for docking.

Compound library retrieval and drug-like molecule filter
--------------------------------------------------------

Traditional medicine has been applied for thousand years to cure the disease in China and Asia region; it still plays an essential role in medical field today. Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) database is the largest traditional medicine database in the world, which provides more than 20,000 pure compounds for drug screening in silicon [@B49]. In this study, we aimed to find the potential compounds in inhibiting NA by screening virtual library of Traditional Chinese medicine database (TCMD) as well as ZINC natural products. The TCMD library was downloaded from website <http://tcm.cmu.edu.tw/>. These complex files were separated into single pdb file and then all compounds with molecular weight greater than 500 Dalton were discharged.

Structure based virtual screening by ensemble based docking
-----------------------------------------------------------

Virtual screening is an effective method that has been widely utilized to filter a huge database of small organic molecules against a specific target protein [@B50], [@B51]. It enables us to identify potential compounds that highly chance to be drug candidates among thousand compounds. In this docking experiment, a set of 25 representative structures were utilized as receptors for ensemble based docking against selected compounds filtered from TCMD. Autodock Tools version 1.5.6rc3[@B52] was employed to merge polar hydrogen atoms, assign Gasteiger charges [@B53] to each of these structures. The grid box of each conformation was created to cover all binding site residues. The binding boxes were designed with the volume of 30 x 36 x 30 Å and 1 Å spacing.

The compounds with molecular weight less than 500 Dalton selected from TCM and ZINC natural products were included in the screening process. These compounds were then optimized geometrically to eliminate all overlapping and improper bonding by MOPAC 2012 package using the PM7 Hamiltonian Restricted Hartree-Fock method. Autodock Tools version 1.5.6rc3 [@B54], [@B55] was also used to merge polar hydrogen atoms add gangster charge and assign rotatable bond. This software was also used to add polar hydrogen atoms and assign gangster charge to representative structures of NA. The AutoDock vina performed the docking simulation using Lamarckian genetic algorithm [@B56]. During the docking procedure, ligands were flexible whereas the receptor was fixed. Docking parameters were set as a default with exhaustiveness of 400. Binding affinity from docking results was sorted in descending using homemade python script. All of the top hits with the binding affinity greater than 9 were chosen for further analysis.

ADME properties
---------------

The most effective and convenient way to deliver drugs to the circulatory system is through oral route, thus membrane permeability, bioactivity and toxicity are a vital consideration for drug development. As a pioneer, Linsperki is the first success to build a rule for filtering drug-like and non drug-like compounds [@B57]. The rule claims that successful candidates for drug development should conform basic molecular properties comprising Molecular Weight ≤500, calculated octanol-water partition coefficient logP ≤5, hydrogen bond donors ≤5 and acceptors ≤10. In our study, Lipinski\'s Rule of Five was applied to test the bioavailability characteristics of the top hit compounds. The molecular properties of top hits compounds were calculated online by using MOLINSPIRATION web server (<http://www.molinspiration.com/>).

MD simulation of the NA in complex with the four best docking compounds
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Simulation was conducted using the program GROMACS (version 5.4.5) with the calculation method (force field) GROMOS[@B42], [@B43]. Docked poses from previous molecular docking jobs were used as a starting conformation for the molecular dynamics calculation. The water molecule Single Point Charge (SPC) was then added to the system[@B47]. Meanwhile, the ions (counter ions) were randomly placed to neutralize the simulation system with the concentration of 154 μM NaCl. The whole system was optimized energy with 5000 steps to ensure the system in which the atomic distance was not too close or the improper geometry did not match up each other. Then the whole system was run in the NVT periodic boundary conditions using the V-rescale at 300K for 100-ps and NPT next run at the Hoover algorithm at 1bar pressure for 100-ps. Molecular simulation production was run under NPT conditions at 300K for 50-ns to find stable conformations of each protein structure. The simulation time step was 2-fs. The electrostatic interactions were calculated using the PME algorithm[@B48] with a 1.2 nm cut to calculate the real space; a cut-off 1.2 nm-used van der Waals interactions

Binding free energy calculation
-------------------------------

Although ensemble based docking was considered receptor as partial flexibility through docking many different structures, a correct prediction of the binding affinity is still missing. In our study, the correct binding free energy was calculated using MM/PBSA method. The method improves our docking energy by included protein flexibility and gives detailed energy composition. However, MM/PBSA method treats water implicitly thus, we might miss some explicit water-drug interactions which are important for drug binding but the method enable us calculate faster than implicitly method which require much more computer resources. Although the entropy contribution was excluded in our calculations, they do not significant affect to our results since we use the same protein for potential compounds screening, hence entropy contribution were assumed to be the same for all systems. The g_mmpbsa [@B58] was employed for calculating the component energy of the system and the best four compounds that had binding affinity greater than -11Kcal/mol were selected for binding free energy calculation. Particularly, the binding free energy of ligand-protein complex in solvent was expresses as:
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where*x* is the protein, ligand, or complex. *E~MM~*is the average molecular mechanics potential energy in vacuum and *G~solvation~*is free energy of solvation. The molecular mechanics potential energy was calculated in vacuum as following:
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where *E~bonded~*is bonded interaction including of bond, angle, dihedral and improper interactions and *E~non-bonded~*is non-bonded interactions consist of van der Waals (*E~vdw~* ) electrostatic (*E~elec~*) interactions.

The solvation free energy (*G~solvation~*) was estimated as the sum of electrostatic solvation free energy (*G~polar~*) and apolar solvation free energy (*G~non-polar~*) :
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where *G~polar~*was computed using the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation [@B59] and G*~non-polar~* estimated from the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) as equation following:
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where γ is a coefficient related to surface tension of the solvent and b is fitting parameter.

Results
=======

Comparison of biding affinity of the crystal structure of Anhui and Shanghai virus to defined inhibitors
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The crystal structures of NA in Shanghai and Anhui virus were selected for docking with Oseltamivir, Zanamivir, Peramivir, Laninarmivir and Sialic acid. Remarkably, all inhibitors in complex with NA of Shanghai virus (4MX0) showed their binding affinity lower than those of NA of Anhui virus (4MWV) (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Particularly, compared to Anhui virus NA, the complex of Shanghai virus NA with Oseltamivir showed the decrease of 0.5 Kcal/mol while its complex with Peramivir dropped down 0.7 Kcal/mol. This falling was repeated in Zanamivir and Laninarmivir, but it was relatively small, with 0.3 Kcal/mol in Zanamivir, and 0.6 Kcal/mol in Laninarmivir. The docking results of H7N9 NA agreed well with the experiential results in which NA R292K substitution was highly resistant to Oseltamivir and Peramivir and partially resistant to Zanamivir [@B33]. Amazingly, the substrate (Sialic acid) unchanged their binding affinity (-7.0 Kcal/mol) that was greater than Oseltamivir and Laninarmivir, equal to Zanamivir and less than Peramivir. As a result of competitive inhibition, the Sialic acid strongly competed for the binding site of NA since it has lower binding affinity than Oseltamivir and Laninarmivir. In complex with Zanamivir, both the substrate and the inhibitor have the same binding affinity to the NA. Hence they both had a chance to interact with NA. These results explain experimental data that R294K substitution led to extreme resistance of NA to Oseltamivir and conferred less resistance to Peramivir, Zanamivir and Laninarmivir [@B29], [@B30].

Comparison of molecular interaction of the crystal structure of Anhui and Shanghai virus to defined inhibitors
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R294 is a highly conserved residue across all NA subtypes, and it, together with two other highly conserved residues (R119 and R372), forms an arginine triad in the enzyme active size [@B60]. R294K substitution has rarely occurred and to date has only been reported from the patients treated with Oseltamivir [@B60],[@B61]. Recently, influenza H7N9 (A/Shanghai/1/2013) has become the latest strain possessing this mutation. To understand the interaction in detail, hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interaction were analyzed (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The parameters for hydrogen bond detection were set with 3Å of Hydrogen-Acceptor distance cut-off, 2.25Å of Donor-Acc distance cut-off, sp2, sp3 donor- hydrogen-acceptor angle range 120^0^ - 180^0^ and sp2, sp3 donor-acceptor-acceptor N angle range 110^0^ - 150^0^. In Anhui virus, the docking results indicated that Sialic acid and all inhibitors except Oseltamivir formed a hydrogen bond with NA at R119. Moreover, a hydrogen bond forming was observed between R294 residue with all inhibitors and the substrate except Zanamivir. R372 residue is considered as the most important site for drug binding when it formed a hydrogen bond to all inhibitors and the substrate. In Shanghai virus, there was a significant reduce in the number of hydrogen bonds to all inhibitors which made NA less sensitive to the drugs. In contrast, Sialic acid relatively remained the number of hydrogen bonds to NA. In particular, the four most important residues comprising **R119, R294, R372 and R153** remained hydrogen bonding to Sialic acid, and there was only one hydrogen bond of residue D152 shift to residue E120. This explains the conservation in binding affinity between wild type and mutant of NA to the substrate. In the other hand, these hydrogen bonds were entirely absent in Oseltamivir, Zanamivir and Laninarmivir while only Peramivir remained hydrogen bonds with R119, R372 and an alternative bonding with W180. Regarding binding affinity, the fall in the number of hydrogen bonds of inhibitors leads to decrease binding affinity despite the increase in hydrophobic interaction residues.

Stability and clustering of NA of simulation system
---------------------------------------------------

The MD simulation was performed to guarantee the stability of the model over 50ns of simulation time. The protein got the stable coordination after 30 ns with an average backbone root mean square deviation (RMSD) of \~ 0.28 Å (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The size and the shape of NA maintained compact during 50ns simulation time by analyzing radius of gyration with gyration radii (Rg) of \~ 1.98 Å. The fluctuations of individual residues were also investigated to determine the mobility of every residue over simulations, root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) of Cα atoms indicated that both N and C terminal reached the maximum fluctuation with \~ 3.6Å and \~ 4.8Å, respectively, while most of framework and binding site residues fell into a range of 1-2Å. The stability of framework and binding site residues indicated the importance of these residues in conservation of NA function.

Virtual screening and bioactivity analysis
------------------------------------------

Virtual screening helps us to identify potential inhibitors for a target protein; the top hit identification is collected with the aid of docking engine through huge virtual structure libraries on a target protein. This application facilitates us to cut down time and effort expenses by selecting compounds which have high bioactivity for experimental session and increase successful probability in vitro experiments. In the effort to identify the new lead compounds from TMCD, we performed assemble-based docking against selective compounds in the database to identify the top hit for a new strain of NA. 24 compounds in database showed their binding affinity greater than -9 Kcal/mol were obtained and served as top hits for further analysis (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The new lead compounds need properties that would make them become more likely to penetrate through membrane as well as easy to be absorbed by human body. The molecular properties shown in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} let us select chemical compounds having a pharmacological or biological activity that can make them an orally active drug in human. It was observed that all top hit compounds possessed a high lipophilicity which maintained the penetration of compounds through cell membrane; however, the number of hydrogen bond donors is less than that of the control which indicated that the solubility was less than that of the inhibitors.

MD simulations of the complex
-----------------------------

The docking result provides only a hard view of ligand-receptor interactions since its receptor were kept rigid or partially flexible in ensemble based and flexible docking. Molecular dynamic simulation helps us fulfill gaps in docking experiment that did not include protein flexibility and movement relating to the stability of the complex interaction. In this study, we also performed molecular dynamic simulation on receptor-ligand complex in order to figure out the interactions in free movement of the complex system, changing in residues as well as dependent and independent movement of the protein-ligand complex. Top 4 ligands with binding affinity in docking results less than -11 Kcal/mol were included for MD simulation. The RMSD for backbone of NA in all system through 50 ns is shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the average movement of protein atoms were less than 0.7 Å in three system comprising NA in complex with 10877, 7182 and 7181 after 27 ns of simulation. This means the protein achieved its stable conformation at the time 27ns and kept that conformation through the rest of simulation time with an average backbone RMSD of \~0.2 to \~ 0.21 Å. In consideration of NA-40 complex, the backbone RMSD of NA did not reach its stable coordination after 27ns simulation as other system and continuously increased until the end of 50ns simulation. Analyzing RMSD of separate ligands also indicated that the movement as well as rotation of 7181 and 10877 were not significant compared to the original position while 7182 strongly change in position at two period intervals; from 15 to 20 ns and from 47 to 50 ns. In the last case, although ligand 40 remains original position through 37ns, it is strong rotation and movement away from docking position. Moreover, it was observed from Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} that the ligands tend to move toward substrate binding site. In particular, the polar tail of three out of four compounds move toward active site residues and two of them (7181, 10877) remain that location till the end of simulation.

Binding free energy analysis
----------------------------

The best four ligands in complex with NA from molecular dynamic simulation were used to calculate binding free energy using MM-PBSA method. Snapshots were extracted at every 16-ps of stable intervals from 20ns MD trajectory and served as input for calculation. The binding free energy and its corresponding components obtained from the MM/PBSA calculation of the NA-ligand complexes were listed in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. The results indicated that two out of four compounds possessed a negative binding free energy with -30.031 and -36.553 for 7181 and 7182, respectively. Moreover, van der Waals, electrostatic interactions and non-polar solvation energy negatively contribute to the total interaction energy while only polar solvation energy positively contributes to total free binding energy. In term of negative contribution, van der Waals interaction give much larger than electrostatic interactions for all cases except for NA-40 complexes in which van der Walls interaction contribute significantly lower than electrostatic interaction. The non-polar free energy contributes relatively small compared to total energy. This indicates that non-polar solvation energy, van der Waals and electrostatic interaction together contribute to the complex stability. In spire polar solvation energy was the only positive one; its value was as large as the sum of all other components. Therefore, the total free binding energy depends much more on this value.

Conclusion
==========

The emergence of new influenza virus subtype H7N9 in recent years has been causing a big trouble to global heath since it is high virulence and mortality, and Shanghai strains have already acquires resistance to existing anti-viral drugs for influenza treatment. In this study, we demonstrated resistant mechanism of mutant strain H7N9 (R294K) in Shanghai virus by comparing binding poses and binding affinity between inhibitors as well as the substrate and X-ray structure of mutant and wild type NA in H7N9 virus. Moreover, we also performed virtual screening of more than 57,000 compounds retrieved from traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) database and ZINC natural products against NA of Shanghai virus using ensemble based docking approach. 24 compounds expressed the binding affinity greater than -9 kcal/mol, 4 compounds among these 24 top hits showed their binding affinity greater than -11kcal/mol which is an indicator of drug candidate for drug development. In addition, the molecular dynamic simulation and binding free energy analysis was took in account to validate and capture intermolecular interaction through time evolution. 3 of 4 best potential compounds have been observed getting the stable conformation after 27-ns of simulation time and 2 of them expressed negative value in binding free energy. Therefore, we concluded that 7181 is the best potential compound for NA (R294K) inhibition and should be further analyzed and served as drug candidate for in vivo testing. The limitation of our work comes from binding free energy calculation. We calculated relative binding free energy without entropy energy contribution. Although entropy energy should be considered in order to obtain absolute binding free energy, we use only one target protein for screening potential compounds and we assume entropy energy contribution of the complex with similar protein was not significantly difference. Moreover, in term of binding free energy individual residues energy needs to be analyzed to examine important residues that contribute to system stability.
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###### 

Binding affinity of NA N9 with four different inhibitors and a substrate

![](ijmsv12p0163g002)

Experimental data of IC50 used for comparison with binding affinity was taken from the work of Katrina Sleeman, Zhu Guo, et al, 2013.

###### 

Hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interaction residue to inhibitors and substrate.

                                       Anhui Virus (4MWV)   Shanghai virus (4MX0)                                                                              
  ------------------------------------ -------------------- ----------------------- ---------- -------------- ------------ -------- ------ ------ ------------ ------------
  **HB interaction residues**                               R119                    R119,      R119           ***R119***            R119                       ***R119***
  E120                                                                                                                                            E120         
                                                                                               D152                                                            
                                       R153                 R153                               ***R153***                                         ***R153***   
                                       W180                                                                                W180                                
  **R294**                             **R294\***                                   **R294**   ***R294***                                         ***K294***   
  R372                                 R372\*               R372                    R372       ***R372\****                R372\*                 ***R372***   
  Y406                                                                                                        Y406                         Y406                
  **HP & Elec interaction residues**   R119                                                                                R119            R119   R119         
                                       E120                 E120                    E120                      E120         E120            E120                
                                                            D152                    D152                      D152         D152     D152   D152   D152         
  R153                                                                              R153                                   R153                                
                                                            R157                    R157                      R157         R157                                
  W180                                                      W180                    W180       W180                                        W180                
  S181                                                                                                                                                         
                                                            I224                                                                                               
                                                            R226                    R226                      R226         R226     R226   R226                
                                                            E229                    E229                      E229         E229            E229                
                                       E278                                         E278                                   E278     E278   E278                
                                                                                                              E279         E279     E279   E279                
                                                            R294                                              K294         K294     K294   K294                
  N296                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                              R372                  R372   R372                
                                                            Y406                    Y406                      Y406         Y406     Y406          Y406         

**HB**: Hydrogen bond, **HP**: Hydrophobic. **Elec**: Electrostatic**.**(**\***): 2 hydrogen bonds **O**: Oseltamivir,

**P**: Peramivir, **Z**: Zanamivir, **L**: Laninarmivir, **S**: Sialic acid

###### 

Binding affinity and molecular properties of top compounds.
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**B/A**: Binding affinity; **MW**: molecular weight; **Hb-A**: hydrogen bond acceptor, **Hb-D** hydrogen bond donor; **Nrtb**: number of rotatable bond

###### 

Free energy and their components (KJ/mol) of the NA in complex with ligands.

  Ligand ID   *E~elec~*        *E~vdw~*         *G~sol\ -polar~*   *G~sol-non-polar~*   *∆G~binding~*
  ----------- ---------------- ---------------- ------------------ -------------------- ---------------
  **7181**    -196.351 ±12.9   -291.432 ±32.2   478.350 ±48.5      -20.598 ±1.2         -30.031 ±28.8
  **7182**    -195.696 ±0.4    -244.988 ±1.4    424.647 ±1.8       -20.547 ±0           -36.553 ±1
  **10877**   -162.212 ±14.2   -401696 ±47.3    608.787 ±63.6      -17.936 ±1.6         26.942 ±28.4
  **40**      -142.347 ±39.4   -88.305 ±29.2    274.847 ±76.8      16.524 ±4.4          27.671 ± 32.5
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